
Abstract: In the review/edit/review stages, the “acknowledgements” section on p. 289 did not fully emerge and the author of the article asked the editors to include a different version of the acknowledgements only after the proofs have been approved by the author and the article has been published. The information about this correction shall appear in Journal of Regional Security Vol. 18, No. 1 both, in print and online.

The corrected acknowledgements section shall now read:

“Dedicated with thanks to veterans in Serbia and beyond as well as to the academics engaging war veterans in any dynamic of research. My thanks to the anonymous peer reviewers who offered insight and encouragement to strengthen this work. Furthermore, I acknowledge with gratitude insights from Dr Emma Murray on “veteranality,” the ongoing support of my mentors, the University of Leuven (Belgium), and the Research Foundation – Flanders (funding institution for this research).”
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